Zoorate was born from the ambition of the cofounders to develop a web portal for aggregating product reviews. From the seeding concept of matching reviewers by affinity, their core product, Feedaty, had evolved into a full-fledged platform for aggregating and certifying consumer feedback. Specifically targeting online sellers and merchants, by 2017 Zoorate had signed up more than 1,000 customers, constantly growing its client base since the product launch. Supported by the strategic partnership and synergies with its shareholder 7Pixel Srl, the firm appeared to have finally set sail for success. However, several challenges lay ahead. The main competitors were becoming stronger internationally, increasingly challenging Feedaty's value proposition. How should they efficiently grow their primary product, Feedaty? How should they deal with strong international competition beginning to gain traction in Italy? Should they continue to consolidate their Italian presence or expand abroad? These were difficult questions, the answer to which would ultimately determine the future of the startup they had built.
Introduction
In May 2017, Matteo Hertel, Camillo Martinoni, and Roberto Stefanini-cofounders of Zoorate-finished the integration of Feedaty with TrovaPrezzi, the dominant price-shopping engine in Italy, owned by the largest e-commerce platform in the country-7Pixel Srl. It had been four short years since Zoorate launched Feedaty, a platform for online reviews and online reputation management. Integrating Feedaty with TrovaPrezzi was a critical milestone in the cofounders' strategy to reinforce their position on the online review market in Italy. Having just engaged their 1,000th client 1 and being the only Italian content partners for Google Customer Reviews, the cofounders felt that all the pieces were in place to start aggressively scaling up their company with 12 employees. But a number of questions remained: How should they efficiently grow their primary product, Feedaty? How should they deal with strong international competition beginning to gain traction in Italy? Should they continue to consolidate their Italian presence or expand abroad? These were difficult questions, the answers to which would ultimately determine the future of the startup they had built.
Online Reviews Industry Background
Before the advent of the Internet, people shared opinions about their commercial experiences verbally, in face-to-face (or phone) communication. This word-of-mouth exchange about product purchases, hotel stays, and other services occurred directly between people who knew each other personally. Consumers could also find professional reviews in the press. Yet opinions of nonprofessionals could be shared only with family, friends, or colleagues in close social or physical proximity.
With the arrival of the Web 2.0 phenomenon in the late 1990s, consumer reviews made their first appearance on the Internet and changed the way people shared their experiences. The first online consumer reviews website, Epinions (Figure 1 ), was launched in the United States in 1999 and offered a large catalog of goods and services reviews. All the reviews were public and, to foster growth, Epinions paid authors for writing them. Epinions showed the way for many other global review platforms, today more important and well known: Yelp, TripAdvisor, Zomato, Glassdoor, Amazon, the Apple AppStore, and others. 1 Throughout the case text, we use these terms:
• customer/client: Zoorate's direct business customers, firms who use the service such as online vendors and merchants.
• consumer/user: online shoppers who author the reviews about Zoorate's customers.
Less than two decades later, online reviews had become a major factor in the consumer buying process, with 50% of Internet users stating that they posted an online review after purchasing a product (Young, 2016) .
Online opinions became the most trusted media for advertising and for recommendations with 84% of individuals considering them as good as personal recommendations (The Nielsen Company, 2015) . Thus they influenced product and service sales (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Cui, Lui, & Guo, 2012; Zhu & Zhang, 2010) . For example, in hospitality, a 10% increase in a hotel review rating could result in a room sales increase of 4.4% (Ye, Law, & Gu, 2009 ). In Italy-Zoorate's home market-90% of individuals surveyed by the company claimed that online reviews had an important role in their online shopping decisions (Zoorate, 2017) . While online reviews helped firms improve their sales and reputation, they also had the potential to cripple them. Negative reviews left by unsatisfied consumers clearly impacted sales but gave firms the opportunity to act upon legitimate concerns. However, online review sites were increasingly plagued by fake reviews, purposely commissioned to destroy or promote a product or firm's reputation. Indeed, the market saw a growing number of specialized firms, called "like farms," (Figure 2 ) who offered to write fictitious reviews to improve one's reputation (Smith, 2013; Tweedie, 2015) or damage a competitor's reputation (Mayzlin, Dover, & Chevalier, 2012 ). An academic study estimated that more than 20% of online reviews on Yelp (the popular crowdsourced reviews platform) were fake (Luca & Zervas, 2015) . Over time, as the value of online reviews grew with the rise of e-commerce sales, fake reviewing became an increasingly recognized problem. In 2016, almost 20% of European Union (EU) firms were selling their products on the web (European Statistical Office, 2016). These sales were worth 598 billion euro (Jovanoski, 2017) and accounted for 16% of the total EU firms' sales (European Statistical Office, 2016).
The fact that the Italian e-commerce market had grown 25% in the last two years and accounted for 3.5% of all retail sales in Italy, reaching 25.6 billion euro (NetComm, 2017), was important for Zoorate's potential success (Figure 4 ). Of the 650,000 retailers in business (Confesercenti, 2016) , only 12% were online or multichannel merchants, well below the EU average, but growing quickly (Mangiaracina, 2016) . However, they all represented potential customers for Zoorate. The growing e-commerce market and increased recognition of fake reviews shaped Zoorate's unique business opportunity. 
The Zoorate Story
It was 2010 when a group of friends, including Matteo Hertel and Camillo Martinoni, decided to develop an online review portal dedicated to vendors and consumers. Recently graduated in management at one of the universities in Milan, the two friends wanted to open their own business. However, they both already had day jobs. Hertel was in charge of the international development of a luxury products company and was developing a side project on photovoltaic links. Martinoni was responsible for sales in an international company producing electric goods and accessories.
Although busy, they believed that online reviews offered ample opportunity to improve consumers' online shopping experiences. With some friends, Hertel and Martinoni envisioned an algorithm that would match shoppers' profiles based on a series of questions asked during the registration process. These profiles, augmented by the reviews users would contribute over time, would be used to present consumers with more relevant products when they shopped. Sticking to this plan, Hertel and Martinoni started tracking potential investors-business angels, venture capitalists, and the like. In parallel, they continued to present their current product at trade shows, realizing that other vendors were already offering business-to-business (B2B) software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions for reputation management based on reviews. This gave them the idea to pivot the development and offer a similar solution focused on the Italian market. Percentage of individuals engaging in online shopping European Union Italy
Building Feedaty
Realizing the need for a technical cofounder, Hertel and Martinoni shared their vision with Roberto Stefanini. Stefanini had worked with them when they first outsourced the development of the original application. As he recalled, The new product was designed to collect and certify consumers' online reviews so as to foster shoppers' trust in online vendors, the Feedaty customers. With this new solution, Zoorate was directly tackling the vendors' needs both to manage their online reputation and to counter the threat posed by fake reviews. The new application was named Feedaty-a combination of "feedback" and the Italian word fidati ("trust me," pronounced "fee-da-tee"). Before the end of the year, Zoorate reached all three milestones, triggering the second wave of investments. All activities suddenly accelerated, but to sustain investments, they needed to convince Principia SGR that Feedaty was effectively impacting merchants' sales. Zoorate ran a first trial for measuring Feedaty performance with the collaboration of two merchants. They performed an A/B test 2 to measure users' conversion rate when presented with identifiable certified reviews compared to normal ones. With a second test, they measured the organic traffic 3 from Google before and after implementing Feedaty. The results showed that Feedaty increased the conversion rate by 15% and the organic traffic from Google by 8%. With proof that Feedaty increased vendor's online performance, the cofounders had the marketing ammunition to strengthen the market positioning of their product.
In 2013 Zoorate created a partnership with NetComm (the leading Italian e-commerce consortium) to help develop an Italian certificate of web reputation. This move gave Zoorate both visibility and the access to precious data on the Italian e-commerce market. The biggest breakthrough came in 2014, when Zoorate became one of 28 world partners of Google (see Exhibit A1), the only Italian partner feeding merchants and products ratings in Google's result page ( Figure 6 ). While these ratings were not yet available in Italy (google.it), it gave Zoorate an advantage on the domestic market. Beside the reputation gain, the partnership with Google was a strong commercial argument, as Hertel explained: 
All the US-based research that Google does and publishes shows savings on the costper-click for merchants who present certified ratings in the results

Partnership with 7Pixel
In 2014, Principia SGR unexpectedly changed its strategy, moving away from the online reviews business. With annual revenues of 21.6 million euro (see Table 8 ), 7Pixel was leading the Italian price-comparison market, making the firm one of the most important national e-commerce actors. Founded in 2002, 7Pixel owned the price comparison website Trovaprezzi, which already offered a review system rating covering more than 3,000 vendors. 7Pixel had a large portfolio of successful e-commerce ventures focusing on vendor and product comparison and based on online reviews: ShoppyDoo launched in 2005; Drezzy, dedicated to fashion and created in 2013; the marketplace Kirivo introduced in 2014; and the recently announced Origini dedicated to wine shopping. In 2008, the firm sought growth on the Spanish market, introducing the localized version of some of its products. By 2016 the firm was hiring 133 highly skilled employees to support its remarkable growth.
The early talks between Hertel and Lamberti on product synergies soon turned into a negotiation for a strategic partnership. 7Pixel had quickly realized the potential of integrating Zoorate's service in their offer in order to complete 7Pixel's portfolio and to strengthen its position in the e-commerce market. The acquisition had the additional benefit of requiring limited resources and reducing the time to market for a product they had already thought about. It was July 2016 when 7Pixel finalized the purchase of 26.4% of Zoorate's equity. Additionally, both parties signed an investment agreement increasing 7Pixel's participation to 40% by September 30, 2016 ( Figure 9 ). More importantly, 7Pixel provided Zoorate with technical and commercial support as well as highly valuable experience in the Italian e-commerce space. 
The Product
At its core, Feedaty was a web application built around certified online reviews. On one side, it collected and certified the opinions generated by the consumers. The certification process ensured that only legitimate shoppers could write reviews about the services of the merchant they used and the specific products they purchased. On the other side, Feedaty aggregated and made available reviews to online vendors who purchased Zoorate's services (Figure 10 ). In June 2017, Zoorate was marketing four versions of Feedaty, offering different levels of service (see Table A2 ). Customers paid a monthly fee, based on the version chosen, in a SaaS model. Feedaty was designed to be open and easy to integrate with the most common e-commerce platforms and plug-ins (see Exhibit A1). The design principle was that merchants had to benefit from Feedaty, regardless of the software they used for their online store. At the end of the setup, the support team started monitoring customer's application use and proactively followed up to get feedback and to provide insight on the results, the first time after 30 days and then every two to three months. A personal technical support specialist was further assigned to each customer to assist in case of software or integration issues.
Central to Zoorate's value proposition was the certification process of the online reviews (Figure 11 ). Feedaty automatically followed up with an email every time a consumer made a purchase from a partner merchant. In the email, the consumer was invited to use Feedaty's platform to review the purchasing experience (see Figure 129 ). In the background, the system stored complementary information on the transaction required by the certification process. According to Zoorate's data, around 15% of the users responded to this email, leaving a review on Feedaty. The certification process was semiautomatic. Two dedicated staff members from the Content Management and Marketing unit read each review and decided on further actions. As Martinoni explained,
It is an automatic process in the sense that 5 stars reviews go online immediately after a quick assessment. It is very rare that there is a mistake. The rest are thoroughly reviewed. We have a team of skilled employees that can read a review in 4 seconds and check if it meets our standards. Ultimately, they decide whether to accept or not the review. And for negative reviews, they then evaluate if a mediation is appropriate.
In general, employees reviewed users' feedback, trying to confirm
• that the review was about a real purchase (verified by an order number)
• that the content of the review was about the purchase (the same product, price, merchant, etc.)
• the absence of swear words and offensive language
• the absence of elements that could damage the client's reputation
The overwhelming majority of reviews (95%) were positive and quickly approved. Negative reviews were considered for "mediation" when merchants' actions could address shoppers' complaints. In these cases, Zoorate personnel reached out to the vendor, suggesting how to best intervene (e.g., apologize to the consumer, replace a broken product, offer a discount). Reviews were made available on both the merchant's online shop ( Figure 13 ) and Feedaty's website ( Figure  14 ) and they appeared in Google's Search Engine Results Page (SERP). Based on these reviews, Feedaty could generate additional statistics for monitoring customers' performance and made them accessible on Thank you for contribution! 100% CERTIFIED REVIEWS All the reviews collected by Feedaty will be published and will contribute to improving the service and will help future clients like you.
In cooperation with Linear Assicurazioni, we would like to ask for your opinion on a recent purchase of your car insurance.
Feedaty is an independent provider of certified reviews, which has an objective of collection of real and authentic feedback.
Dear Client,
CLICK HERE TO LEAVE A REVIEW
Linear -Leave your opinion at Feedaty
All the reviews available on Feedaty are real and come from real consumer who have already experienced the same purchase path as you.
You are receiving this message because you gave a consent to Linear Assicurazioni to send you marketing and market research communication. If you do not want to receive emails about the Linear service from us, click here.
the dedicated merchant dashboard (Figure 15) . Indeed, Feedaty legally owned all the certified reviews made on the platform, enabling further aggregated analysis. 
Core Technology
Feedaty was a client-server web application (see Figure 16 ). Its architecture evolved from the initial business-to-consumer concept of Zoorate and then extended to support Feedaty. Stefanini explained:
What is particular in Feedaty, is that it was born as a different project and later it transformed into what it is now. The good thing, but sometimes also complex to manage, is that we have a mixed technology. The original project was based on .NET, and it became the back-end of Feedaty. We added a different front-end layer, so we could easily scale and distribute the information about the reviews as simple objects on the web pages of our customers.
The back-end layer of Feedaty was based on Microsoft's solutions-the application was built on the .NET framework with SQL Server as the database. The front end was based on open-source solutions and built around the LAMP framework. 5 The core of the solution was a relational database in the back end and application program interface (API) components in the front end. The API components were key to offer a tailored solution to the clients. They were used for gathering the reviews and for platform administration. The front end was in charge of
• running an email client for sending the review requests to end users
• collecting the reviews from the users and storing them in the database
• publishing the collected and certified reviews
• distributing merchant's reviews and ratings in different forms (widgets, merchant's website, Feedaty platform, etc.)
• providing a back-office environment for merchants to manage Feedaty's settings and gain insight Stefanini explained that the APIs were also crucial for the management of the product: 
The Competition
While Feedaty was the leader of online reviews certification in Italy, Zoorate faced a number of competitors: TrustPilot, eKomi, and Net Reviews (see Table 1 for details) were the strongest challengers. All firms offered online reviews certification, used the SaaS model (see Table A4 to compare the features), and were content partners of Google. However, they employed different strategies. All of Zoorate's competitors offered their products internationally, whereas Feedaty remained focused on the domestic market. TrustPilot, funded in Denmark in 2009, was the largest competitor in the market ( Figure  17 ). When still a startup, the firm raised 120 million euro from investors, giving them a clear head start. TrustPilot was offering two types of review products: (1) a traditional free online review system for eshoppers, where they could rate, review, and check information about online vendors; and (2) a certified review platform addressed to vendors themselves. The platform enabled vendors to collect and manage trusted reviews from confirmed buyers, proposing both a free and a paid option. This strategy allowed TrustPilot to quickly grow its body of reviews, attracting millions of reviewers-anybody could leave a review of any shop in the TrustPilot online reviews system. For those merchants receiving negative reviews, TrustPilot offered to fix the deteriorating reputation through its services. TrustPilot had offices in New York, London, Melbourne, Berlin, and Denver. It offered services in 25 countries (including Italy), but its main focus at the time was the American market. It claimed to have collected more than 20 million reviews on more than 130,000 companies (TrustPilot, 2017) . Net Reviews was a French startup founded in 2012, and Martinoni considered it the most dangerous competitor of Feedaty on the Italian market. Besides being a Google partner, Net Reviews was also a partner of Microsoft's search engine Bing. In 2014, it received 2 million euro in funding, which supported its international growth. Net Reviews operated in 14 markets using localized brand names meaning "Verified Reviews" (Figure 18 ) in every language (in Italy, Recensioni Verificate). Using such a generic name in each local market simplified their getting visibility in search engine results pages. Net Reviews offered its service to online vendors, and for physical shops in France they also partnered with Yellow Pages to better support offline and cross-channel clients. Figure 18 . Net Reviews reviews site (https://www.verified-reviews.com)
Finally, eKomi, a German competitor founded in 2008, was the first European firm offering reviews certification services (Figure 19 ). Compared to competitors, eKomi allowed its reviewers to leave their comments on particular branches of the same firm and to send them via smartphone. In 2015 eKomi received a major investment from Goldman Sachs and was able to acquire one of the important competitors-Reputami-in 2016. In June 2017, it operated in 26 markets (including the Italian market), offering its services to some of the biggest international brands. Zoorate management was aware of the potential threats posed by international competitors. Despite their strong position on the domestic market, Zoorate leadership tried to find their unique value offering, a personalized service centered on the individual needs of their clients. As they called it, they followed a "boutique" approach. However, Zoorate cofounders recognized the potential threat posed by Google. Paradoxically, being one of the content partners did not insulate Zoorate from this risk. Google already created the Google Customer Reviews program to independently collect postpurchase reviews from AdWords users. These reviews were analyzed by an independent company and displayed in Google SERP exactly as the content from the partners. As Hertel explained, 
Growing Feedaty
With the infusion of capital and expertise from 7Pixel in the third quarter of 2016, the Zoorate leadership had created the preconditions for substantial growth of Feedaty. The collaboration with Trovaprezzi, for example, began immediately after the agreement, and both teams started cooperating closely. Trovaprezzi provided Zoorate the lead to a host of potential customers interested in certified review, and the two firms started integrating their two services. Trovaprezzi incorporated the reviews certified by Feedaty, providing reviews from two platforms on a single web page. Feedaty provided the additional information to the online vendors for benchmarking their reviews with competitors.
The first step of the integration was finalized in May 2017. These efforts led to further plans for growing and scaling the business. However, many issues remained unsolved and largely determined Zoorate's chances of achieving its full potential.
The company had to strategize on new customer acquisition while still providing increasing value to the existing ones. The firm was growing, but a considerable potential remained untapped.
The management was worried about the annual churn rate, 6 still around 10-12%. The cofounders were also thinking about expanding their portfolio with new and synergic services. As Martinoni expressed, The cofounders were satisfied with the current technological infrastructure. It was well designed and performing, and a migration toward a different solution or even a public cloud appeared premature at least. Yet they admitted that in the long run, alternative solutions might become worth considering. Among them were faster front-end frameworks, artificial intelligence to automate some processes, and most of all, use of nonrelational database technology, allowing more efficient storage for the ever-increasing volume of data.
The cofounders were less confident in the opportunity for internationalization. 
